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Field and petrographic studies are carried out to characterize the interactions of maﬁc and felsic magmas
from Pithora region of the northeastern part of the Bastar Craton. The MMEs, syn-plutonic maﬁc dykes,
cuspate contacts, magmatic ﬂow textures, mingling and hybridization suggest the coeval emplacement
of end member magmas. Petrographic evidences such as disequilibrium assemblages, resorption textures,
quartz ocelli, rapakivi and poikilitic textures suggest magma mingling and mixing phenomena. Such
features of mingling and mixing of the felsic and maﬁc magma manifest the magma chamber processes.
Introduction of maﬁc magmas into the felsic magmas before initiation of crystallization of the latter,
results in hybrid magmas under the inﬂuence of thermal and chemical exchange. The mechanical exchange
occurs between the coexisting magmas due to viscosity contrast, if the maﬁc magma enters slightly later
into the magma chamber, then the felsic magma starts to crystallize. Blobs of maﬁc magma form as
MMEs in the felsic magma and they scatter throughout the pluton due to convection. At a later stage, if
maﬁc magma enters the system after partial crystallization of felsic phase, mechanical interaction between
the magmas leads to the formation of fragmented dyke or syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke. All these features are
well-documented in the study area. Field and petrographic evidences suggest that the textural variations
from Pithora region of Bastar Craton are the outcome of magma mingling, mixing and hybridization
processes.
Keywords. Kanker granite; maﬁc microgranular enclaves (MMEs); syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke; magma
mixing and mingling; Bastar Craton.

1. Introduction
Numerous examples of magma mixing and
mingling are documented in exhumed magma chambers through ﬁeld, petrographic and geochemical studies on the maﬁc microgranular enclaves,

syn-plutonic maﬁc dykes, hybrid enclaves and
host granitoids (Hibbard 1981; Frost and Mahood
1987; Barbarin 2005; Kumar 2010; Perugini and
Poli 2012; Jayananda et al. 2014). Such studies are conﬁned mostly to calc-alkaline plutons
of the Phanerozoic (Arvin et al. 2004; Kumar
1
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2010; Kumar et al. 2016), but similar studies
that document magma chamber processes from
Indian territory are very limited (Kumar et al.
2005; Kumar and Rino 2006; Jayananda et al.
2009, 2014; Prabhakar et al. 2009). Magma mixing process involves mixing and mingling of two
compositionally diﬀerent magmas to form a hybrid
magma. The composition of the hybrid magma
lies somewhere between the two end members of
mixing magmas. Two types of interaction, namely
the chemical interaction and physical interaction
occur during the magma mixing process (Barbarin
and Didier 1992). During mixing process, chemical interaction occurs between the two magmas
and produces compositionally homogeneous hybrid
rocks, wherein the identities of original magmas
are disappeared. In contrast, the mingling process leads to mechanical interaction, wherein the
primary magmas retain their identity, thus these
magmas are compositionally heterogeneous. Petrogenetically, granitoids form due to fractional crystallization and assimilation/partial melting and
magma mixing processes (Martin et al. 2009;
Moyen et al. 2010; Moyen 2011). Magma mixing
processes play a very important role in the formation of compositionally intermediate granitoids
such as quartz monzodiorite, monzodiorite, diorite
and andesite.
In this study, we document the ﬁeld and petrographic features of the MMEs, syn-plutonic dykes,
hybrid enclaves and host plutonic rocks of Pithora
region in the northeastern part of the Bastar Craton to characterize the interaction between the
coexisting felsic and maﬁc magmas, to understand
the emplacement mechanism of hybrid magmas,
and the role of magma chamber processes for the
formation of MMEs and their host granites.

2. Geological setting and previous work
The Bastar Craton (BC) (ﬁgure 1a) also known as
Bastar–Bhandara Craton, is one of the major cratons in the Indian Shield. This craton is bounded
by Central Indian Tectonic Zone in the north,
Mahanadi graben to the northeast, Deccan trap
to the west, Eastern Ghats mobile belt to the east
and Godavari graben covers the southern margin
(ﬁgure 1a). The craton is essentially composed of
orthogneisses with enclaves of amphibolites, vestiges of banded TTG gneisses of Mesoarchean age
that are extensively exposed in the south and
western part of the craton. TTG gneisses, rafts
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of sediments of quartzite carbonate-pelite facies,
along with maﬁc–ultramaﬁc rocks and minor BIF
are together called as supracrustal rocks. These
rocks occur as scattered enclaves and narrow belts
within the Archaean gneisses and granites, collectively called as Sukma Group in the south
and Amagaon Group in the north, followed by
Bhopalapatnam and Kondagaon granulite belts.
The successive metasedimentary units of quartzite
schist, metabasalts, andalusite schist and conglomerate rocks form the Bengpal Group. Narrow N–S
trending rift and its intra-cratonic orogen, that
is made of several cycles of sedimentation and
volcanics rocks are called as Kotri–Dongargarh
Orogeny. Biladila Group forms basinal succession
and southern part of Kotri–Dongargarh Orogen;
it comprises basal quartzite, phyllite, and BIFs.
The next succession of felsic and maﬁc volcanics
with pyroclastics, basal conglomerate and quartzite
are called as Nandgaon Group and these are
new cycle of volcanics after the sedimentation
of a Bailadila Group in the Kotri–Dongargarh
Orogeny. Rhyolite of a Bailadila Group yields
Rb–Sr whole rock isochron age of ∼2300 Ma
(Ramakrishnan and Vaidyanathan 2008). Greenstone belt of Bagmara, Arjuni and Bilari Formation
forms Sonakhan Group in rest of the Bastar Craton. Large bodies of granites, mainly formed during the Neoarchean/Paleoproterozoic era, which
intrude the gneisses and supracrustal rocks, are
well-known as Dongargarh, Malanj khand and
Kanker granites following locality names. The
Nandgaon Group is unconformably overlain by
basalts alternating with sedimentary units referred
to as Khairagarh Group in the Kotri–Dongargarh
Orogeny.
Geology of the southern part of Bastar Craton was detailed by many workers (Crookshank
1938; Ghosh 1941; Bandyopadhyay et al. 1994;
Chatterjee 1970; Mishra et al. 1988; Ramachandra et al. 2001). The trondhjemitic granitic gneisses
occurring as enclaves and the host granitoids that
contain the gneisses yielded U–Pb zircon ages
of 3.5 and 2.4 Ga, respectively (Sarkar et al.
1993). An age of 3.0 Ga has been reported for
the gneisses of granitic composition (Sarkar et al.
1990). The tonalite gneiss from the central part of
Bastar Craton yielded U–Pb zircon ages of 3.56
Ga (Ghosh 2004). The ﬁeld evidences for mingling and mixing of felsic and maﬁc magmas were
reported from the Malanjkhand granite (Kumar
et al. 2004). Malanjkhand granite is relatively wellstudied, due to its proximity with polymetallic

Figure 1. (a) Generalized geological map of Bastar Craton (after Mohanty 2015). (b) Detailed geological map of Pithora region, Bastar Craton showing the sample
locations (modiﬁed after District resource map, 2004, 2005).
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Figure 2. (a) Ellipsoidal or sub-rounded MMEs are enclosed within the host granite in northern part of Pithora region;
(b) Small clot of MMEs are mechanically getting diluted and early formed K-feldspar phenocryst intruding into the MMEs;
(c) Biotite ﬂakes formed between mesocratic ﬁne-grained syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke and the coarse-grained porphyritic granite;
(d) The early formed K-feldspars intruding into the MME from the crystallized host granite.

mineralization. The Rb–Sr, Sm–Nd and Pb–Pb
whole rock isochron studies on the Dongargarh
granite (Sarkar et al. 1981; Pandey et al. 1993)
yielded
Paleoproterozoic
ages
(2270±90;
2361±114; 2462±22 Ma), while the Neoarchean
age (2506±50 Ma) was obtained by U–Pb zircon method (Manikyamba et al. 2016). Comparison in terms of the petrogenesis and tectonics
of Malanjkhand and Dongargarh granitoids was
attempted (Pandit and Panigrahi 2012); however,
not much information is available for Kanker granites. The bimodal volcanism has been reported
from the Kotri–Dongargarh belt, the U–Pb zircon data of these maﬁc and felsic volcanics yielded
the emplacement ages at 2471±7 and 2479±13 Ma,
respectively (Manikyamba et al. 2016).
Kanker granites cover an area of 1000 km2 .
These granites are unconformably overlain by the
Chhattisgarh basin and forms the basement for
Purana basins in Bastar Craton. The study area
(ﬁgure 1b) at Pithora region forms part of the
Kanker granites, located in eastern side of the

Bastar Craton. The Pithora granites have intrusive
relationship with the Sonakhan greenstone belt. In
this study, we discuss the ﬁeld and petrographic
characteristics of MMEs and syn-plutonic maﬁc
dykes and their relationship with host granites
to understand the magma chamber processes that
involved in the petrogenesis of Kanker granites of
Pithora region.

3. Field relationships and petrography
3.1 Granite
K-feldspar rich, coarse-grained pink granite,
medium-grained grey granite and very-coarse
grained porphyritic granite are the three types of
granites observed in the study area. Migmatitic
gneiss was observed in the Memra village (ﬁgure 1b). The granites are medium to coarsegrained, equi-granular to porphyritic in nature.
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Figure 3. (a) Ellipsoidal shaped MME exhibiting partially diﬀused contact with the host granite; (b) Fine-grained
sub-rounded MMEs disintegrating due to the intrusion of crystallizing felsic magma; (c) Polygonal shaped MMEs within
the porphyritic granite, and the later formed aplitic vein intruding into the MME as well as the host porphyritic granite;
(d) Mesocratic MMEs showing crenulated contact with the host porphyritic granite, and the K-feldspar phenocrysts of
the host granite are concentrated around the MMEs; (e) Fragmented syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke intruding into coarse-grained
porphyritic granite; (f) Numerous elliptical disrupted syn-plutonic maﬁc dykes having cuspate and lobate contact with the
host granite.

The K-feldspar phenocrysts (ﬁgure 10) are 2–5
cm in size and epidote veins (ﬁgure 10b) are
intruding into the granite and MMEs. Kanker
granites are primarily made of quartz, plagioclase, K-feldspar, biotite and hornblende. Zircon,
apatite, titanite and opaques are the accessory
minerals.

3.2 MME and syn-plutonic mafic dyke
The outcome of magma mixing and mingling
processes can be divided into three megascopic
features, and such features have been recognized
at numerous outcrops in Pithora region. They
are: (1) maﬁc magmatic enclaves (MMEs), (2)
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sub-rounded, displaying sharp contact with the
host rock (ﬁgure 2a). Fine-grained ellipsoidal
MMEs (ﬁgure 2b) are melanocratic, having diffused contact with the host porphyritic granite.
Mesocratic syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke (ﬁgure 2c)
is intruding into porphyritic granite along with
schlieren (biotite ﬂakes). These schlieren occur
along the contact between the syn-plutonic maﬁc
dyke and the host granite. K-feldspar phenocrysts
of the host granite occur as xenocrysts in MMEs
(ﬁgure 2d). Ellipsoidal MME shows partially diffused contact with the coarse-grained pink granite
(ﬁgure 3a). Fine-grained sub-rounded MME (ﬁgure 3b) is disintegrated due to the intrusion of
crystallizing felsic host. In Dumarpali region, very
coarse-grained porphyritic grey granite with irregular shaped MME are observed (ﬁgure 3c). Aplitic
veins are seen intruding into the granite and
MME, and could represent the latest phase in the
region. Mesocratic MME (ﬁgure 3d) have crenulated contact with the porphyritic granite and the
phenocrysts are concentrated around the MME.
Continuous and discontinuous syn-plutonic maﬁc
dykes are observed in and around the Pithora
region. Continuous dykes are found infrequently
(ﬁgure 4a), measuring 1.5–2 m in width and
10–15 m in length. Syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke (ﬁgure 4b) is observed near Dumarpali village, to the
SW of Pithora, which intrudes into the porphyritic
grey granite. Numerous melanocratic ellipsoidal
shaped, disrupted syn-plutonic maﬁc dykes (ﬁgure 3f) having cuspate to lobate contact with the
host granite are observed. Disrupted linear synplutonic maﬁc dyke has intruded along the early
fractures of the porphyritic granite (ﬁgures 3e
and 4c).

3.3 Flow structures
Figure 4. (a) Syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke (∼1.5 m width)
intruding into the medium-grained granite in northern part
of Pithora region; (b) Syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke intrusion into
crystallized host. During the intrusion, partially crystallized
host felsic magma also got intruded into the syn-plutonic
maﬁc dyke in the Sindhupali area of Pithora region; (c)
Melanocratic discontinuous syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke intruding into the porphyritic granite.

syn-plutonic maﬁc dykes and (3) ﬂow structures.
MMEs are scattered over the calc-alkaline granites with diﬀerent shapes. They are ﬁne grained,
melano- to mesocratic with size ranging from 5 to
50 cm. The mesocratic MMEs are ellipsoidal to

The slender-shaped enclaves (ﬁgure 5c) got diluted
with host granite, occur in the tail region, exhibited as schlieren structure, having diﬀused contact
with the host granite. These features are common
in the southern part of Pithora region (ﬁgures 5d
and 6d). Numerous trails of oriented elliptical
MMEs are delineating the maﬁc magmatic ﬂow
in the medium grained grey granite (ﬁgure 6a).
Sub-rounded MMEs has tail structure, formed during the movement of maﬁc magma into the felsic
magma (ﬁgure 6b), found in the northern part of
the Pithora region. In the western part, linear synplutonic dykes having cuspate and lobate contact
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Figure 5. (a) Elliptical MME intruding into the hybrid zone along with maﬁc and felsic minerals (partially foliated);
(b) Numerous hybrid enclaves are mechanically fragmented during the intrusion of host felsic magma; (c) Slender shaped
enclaves are diluted at tail region, forming schlieren structure (Red-marked portion is diluted with crystallizing felsic magma);
(d) MME mixed with host felsic magma to form hybridized enclave; during hybridization, schlieren are formed.

with the host porphyritic granites are observed
(ﬁgure 6c).

of coeval maﬁc and felsic magmas. MMEs and
syn-plutonic maﬁc dykes are mostly ﬁne to medium
grained. Major minerals are hornblende, plagioclase, alkali feldspar, biotite and quartz. Acces3.4 Petrography
sory minerals include epidote, titanite, apatite and
The petrographic features of granite, MMEs, and opaque. Needle-like biotites are partially oriented
syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke have been studied. The (ﬁgure 7c) and plagioclase feldspars are sericitized
host granite is characterized by medium to very and saussuritized within the MMEs (ﬁgure 7d).
coarse-grained, equigranular to porphyritic in nat- The early formed alkali feldspar is mantled by plaure. Major minerals are quartz, K-feldspar and pla- gioclase feldspar in the granitoids (ﬁgure 8a) and
gioclase feldspar and accessory minerals are biotite, plagioclase feldspar shows that cellular texture due
hornblende, titanite, apatite and zircon. Observed to the Ca-rich zone is sericitized along with the
intergrowth textures are poikilitic, myrmekitic and resorbed boundary (ﬁgure 8b). Ocelli texture is
perthite in the host granite. Micro-phenocryst exhibited by quartz grains which are surrounded
of microcline shows poikilitic texture and it has by bladed biotites in the host granitoids. Similarly,
inclusions of quartz and plagioclase (ﬁgure 7a) alkali feldspars are surrounded by hornblende in
along with biotite altering into chlorite and the MME and syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke (ﬁgure 8c and
plagioclase feldspars are partially sericitized and d). Acicular apatites poikilitically enclosed in the
saussuritized (ﬁgure 7b). Textures observed in alkali feldspar within the MMEs and syn-plutonic
MMEs and syn-plutonic maﬁc dykes are rapakivi, maﬁc dyke (ﬁgure 8e and 9a) are due to quenchresorption, disequilibrium assemblage and poikilitic. ing of the maﬁc magma. Early formed microSuch textures along with crystal habits (acicular cline is enclosed by hornblende in syn-plutonic
and needled) aids in understanding the interaction maﬁc dyke (ﬁgure 8f). The sudden cooling of the
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Figure 6. (a) Numerous trails of oriented elliptical MMEs delineate maﬁc magma ﬂow; (b) Sub-rounded MMEs with tail
structure deﬁning the movement of maﬁc magma into the felsic magma and the cartoon diagram explains the movement
of the enclave and the tail formation; (c) Syn-plutonic maﬁc linear dyke has lobate and cuspate contact with the host
porphyritic granite; (d) Schlieren formed during the movement of disrupted syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke in the porphyritic
granite.

injected magma led to low growth rate and high
nucleation rate of the essential minerals, resulting
in ﬁne grained texture for syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke
(ﬁgure 9c). Hornblende poikilitically encloses the
alkali feldspar and plagioclase alters to sericite and
epidote (ﬁgure 9b).
4. Discussion
4.1 Coeval felsic and mafic magmas: Field and
petrographic evidences
Interaction of coeval felsic and maﬁc magmas can
lead to mixing, mingling and chemical exchanges,
depending on the viscosity and crystallinity of
magma (Barbarin 2005). Evidence for such interactions are noted at megascopic level in Pithora
region, in the form of hot maﬁc magma injecting
into a relatively cold felsic host (ﬁgures 2 and 3).
During such injection, due to thermal and rheological contrast, mica-rich schlieren has been formed

along the margin of syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke (ﬁgure 2c). The observed lobate to crenulated and
cuspate (ﬁgures 3d and 10a) contacts represent
the existence of two liquids of diﬀerent compositions within the magma chamber. The abundance
of rounded to elongate MMEs suggests that both
magmas co-existed, and mingling occurred at the
site of emplacement prior to their crystallization
(Vernon et al. 1988). In the Dumarpali region,
K-feldspar phenocrysts are enclosed in MMEs as
xenocrysts (ﬁgures 2d, 10a and b) and few are in
contact with MMEs and also with the host (ﬁgures 3d and 10a), indicating that the early formed
phenocrysts are incorporated from the crystallizing
host (Barbarin 1988). If the maﬁc magma intrudes
when the felsic magma is crystallizing, the eﬀective
viscosity of the felsic magma would be signiﬁcantly
lower than the former. Such viscosity contrast
results in the formation of MME blobs (Barbarin
and Didier 1992). Maﬁc magmas when introduced
at a later stage into a signiﬁcantly crystallized
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Figure 7. Petrographic features of the host granite and MME: (a) Microcline showing cross-hatched twinning poikilitically
encloses quartz in the host granite; (b) Plagioclase feldspars showing initial stage of sericitization in the host granite;
(c) Needle-like biotite grains oriented in a particular direction, due to the rapid cooling of intruded maﬁc magma into host
felsic magma; (d) Hornblende encloses the early formed alkali feldspar and plagioclase are sericitized in the MMEs.

granitic rock, leads to the formation of continuous
syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke (ﬁgure 4a and b) as
described by Barbarin and Didier (1992). After
the emplacement, dykes were linearly stretched or
became discontinuous bodies (ﬁgure 4c) due to
the inﬂuence of magma ﬂow in the magma chamber. Syn-plutonic maﬁc dykes and host porphyritic
granites are mixed by mechanical interaction (ﬁgure 4b), suggesting that both magmas are coeval
in nature. Flow structures are an outcome of magmatic ﬂow during the consolidation of magma in
the magma chamber and are commonly referred
to as schlieren structures (Didier and Barbarin
1991; Renjith et al. 2014). These structures are
widely observed in the Kanker granites, often
associated with MMEs and linear syn-plutonic
dykes (ﬁgures 5c, d and 6). Tail structures (ﬁgures 5d and 6b) are formed due to the movement
of MMEs in crystallizing felsic host, an evidence

for the magmatic ﬂow during the consolidation
of magma. After intrusion, syn-plutonic maﬁc
dykes moved due to the inﬂuence of magma ﬂow
within the magma chamber resulting in schlieren
structure (ﬁgure 6d). Chilled margin of the ﬁne
grained MMEs and syn-plutonic maﬁc dykes within
host granite indicates that hot maﬁc magma was
injected into the relatively cold crystallizing felsic magma (Kumar et al. 2004), and such features
are observed at many places in the study area
(ﬁgure 10b).
Petrographic evidences like ocellar quartz, crystal
nucleation, dissolution, poikilitically enclosed alkali
feldspar in hornblende, epitaxial crystallization,
cellular zoning and resorbed surfaces illustrate
magma mixing and mingling of maﬁc and felsic
magmas. Mantling of plagioclase on K-feldspar
showing cellular zoning and alteration (ﬁgure 11a),
occurred due to thermal quenching during magma
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Figure 8. Petrographic features of MME: (a) Alkali feldspar grain mantled by plagioclase feldspar deﬁning rapakivi texture;
(b) Plagioclase grain showing sericitization and cellular zoning with resorbed surface; (c) Quartz grains being surrounded
by bladed biotite in the granite, called as ocellar texture; (d) Alkali feldspar ocelli surrounded by hornblende in the MMEs;
(e) Randomly oriented acicular apatites being formed in the alkali feldspar, and plagioclases are sericitized in the MMEs;
(f) Hornblende poikilitically encloses microcline in the syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke.

mixing. Rapakivi texture (ﬁgure 8a), representing
alkali feldspar surrounded by dendritic plagioclase
indicates that high temperature plagioclase forms
around the alkali feldspar due to the injection of
maﬁc magma into host felsic magma. The dendritic
growth of cellular plagioclase crystals depends
on the thermal quenching that occur during the
mixing of cool felsic magma with relatively hot
maﬁc magma in a plutonic environment (Hibbard

1981; Barbarin 1990; Hibbard 1991; Jeen et al.
2002; Jayananda et al. 2014; Vernon 2016). Resorption textures in plagioclase are often interpreted
as changes in plagioclase stability, caused due to
mixing process (Hibbard 1981). Plagioclase in
MMEs and syn-plutonic maﬁc dykes show resorbed
surfaces (ﬁgures 11b and 8b) along with calcic plagioclase overgrowth suggesting the occurrence of
magma mixing. Pre-existing crystals of quartz and
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in ocelli textures (Hibbard 1991; Vernon 1991;
Baxter and Feely 2002). Hornblende in the MMEs
and syn-plutonic maﬁc dykes of Kanker granites poikilitically enclose the alkali feldspar (ﬁgures 8f and 9b), because the early formed alkali
feldspar of the crystallizing host is injected into the
maﬁc magma during magma mixing and mingling.
Bladed biotite (ﬁgure 7c) is an evidence for physical restriction and rapid growth under supercooling
environment, leading to magma mixing process
(Hibbard 1981; Jeen et al. 2002). Acicular apatites
are randomly crystallized in alkali feldspar of synplutonic maﬁc dykes and MMEs (ﬁgure 8e and 9a),
form as a result of rapid growth in the quenched
magma system (Hibbard 1991), and exempliﬁes
the magma mixing process. The microstructures as
outlined above, thus constrain the magma chamber
processes in the Pithora region, Bastar Craton.
4.2 Magma chamber processes and emplacement
mechanism(s) of MMEs and syn-plutonic
mafic dykes

Figure 9. Petrographic features of syn-plutonic dykes (a)
Acicular apatite formed in the alkali feldspar; (b) Hornblendes poikilitically encloses the early formed alkali feldspar
and plagioclase sericitized in the MMEs and syn-plutonic
maﬁc dyke, those alkali feldspars are incorporated from the
crystallizing host granite; (c) Very ﬁne grained syn-plutonic
maﬁc dyke showing high nucleation rate and low growth rate
of the essential minerals.

alkali feldspar (ﬁgure 8c and d) are dissolved due to
the high temperature interaction of injected maﬁc
magma into the host granite. Subsequent rapid
crystallization of biotite and hornblende around
the dissolute quartz and alkali feldspar results

The interaction of coeval felsic and maﬁc magmas in the form of mixing and mingling depends
on viscosity, crystallinity, temperature, rheology,
composition, density, relative volume and the water
content, and also it is a chaotic process, which
depends largely on rheological behaviour of two
magmas (Perugini et al. 2003; Perugini and Poli
2012). When the maﬁc magma intrudes into the
crystallizing felsic host, the strong rheological contrast between the two magmas does not allow large
scale interaction. The temperature of hotter maﬁc
magma decrease rapidly, resulting in the heating
of crystallizing felsic host. This process will narrow
down rheological diﬀerences of two magmas leading to more physical interaction (Perugini et al.
2003). The formation of local hybridised enclaves
delineates the occurrence of magma mixing process
in magma chamber. Hybrid zone contains ﬁnegrained, ellipsoidal maﬁc as well as hybrid enclaves
within the host granite suggesting the inﬂow of
maﬁc magma into the mixing zone (ﬁgure 5a),
indicating diﬀerent pulses of maﬁc magmatic injection into the host granitic environment. Numerous hybrid enclaves were mechanically fragmented
during the intrusion of crystallizing host granite (ﬁgure 5b). The slender-shaped melanocratic
enclaves (ﬁgure 5c) got diluted when interacting
with the host granite, thus forming a local hybrid
zone at tail region and forming schlieren structures.
Intrusion of large syn-plutonic maﬁc dykes also
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Figure 10. (a) Alkali feldspar phenocryst of the crystallizing host granite entering into MME, and some phenocrysts at the
contact of MMEs and the host; (b) Syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke showing the chilled margin, and K-feldspar phenocryst along
with later formed epidote vein cross-cutting the host granite and the syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke.

cause remelting of the crystallizing host, resulting
in local mixing and hybridization (Jayananda et al.
2014). Such rocks are present at many places in
Pithora region.
High temperature maﬁc magma entering into a
relatively colder crystallizing felsic magma would
be suﬃcient to raise the temperature of the host
above the rheological locking point, which facilitate
the convection adjacent to maﬁc injection. Such
convection associated with felsic host facilitate to
form the MME and syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke (Furman and Spera 1985). Finer grain size of the MME
(ﬁgure 9c) is consistent with the higher nucleation
rate and lower growth rate of constituent minerals
in the maﬁc magma. Such condition occur when the
hot maﬁc magma mixes with a relatively cold felsic
magma, which eventually result in undercooling of
the maﬁc magma leading to thermal equilibrium
between both magmas (Jayananda et al. 2014).
The maﬁc magma is more undercooled relative to
the host, with respect to the liquidus temperature
that induces rapid crystallization of minerals in the
maﬁc magma (Vernon 1984; Choe and Jwa 2004).
The MMEs are circular to elliptical in shape with
sharp contact and chilled margin (ﬁgures 2b, 3b
and 10b) indicating the intrusion of low viscous
maﬁc magma into the crystallizing host granites.
The observed ﬁeld and microstructures of the granites from the Pithora region, thus, suggest that
there was mixing and mingling of coexisting felsic
and maﬁc magmas.
Many models have been proposed to understand the mechanism of mixing and mingling
of felsic and maﬁc magmas in plutonic environment. Field and petrographic studies as outlined in the earlier sections demonstrate that the

felsic and maﬁc magmas are coeval. Based on their
petro-physical properties (e.g., rheology, composition, temperature, rate of crystallization and
relative volumes of felsic and maﬁc magmas),
Barbarin and Didier (1992) and Barbarin (2005)
proposed a four-stage emplacement model (ﬁgure 12). First stage involves the intrusion of maﬁc
magma before the crystallization of felsic magma,
leading to the formation of homogenous hybrid
magma under the inﬂuence of thermal and chemical exchange between the felsic and maﬁc magmas.
In the second stage, maﬁc magma enters slightly
later, when the felsic magma started crystallizing,
leading to mechanical exchange between the coexisting magmas due to viscosity diﬀerence, blobs
of maﬁc magma will form as MMEs in the felsic host magma. In the third stage, if magma
introduced into the system when the felsic magma
has partly crystallized (30–40%), will allow only
mingling, and produces composite or fragmented
dyke. If the felsic magmas are partially crystallized, they are channelled into early fractures
of nearly solid granite, and the intruding maﬁc
magma will ﬁll the available fractures and form disrupted dykes (Barbarin and Didier 1991). Finally,
the maﬁc magma ﬁlls the fractures in the crystallized host granites and form syn-plutonic maﬁc
dyke when the injection of maﬁc magma occurs at
an advanced crystallisation stage (70–90%) of felsic
host.
The four-stage emplacement model of Barbarin
and Didier (1992) ﬁts well to describe textural
variability and distribution of MME, as observed
in the Pithora granite. We are able to substantiate this model (ﬁgure 12) with well-documented
ﬁeld observations. The homogenous hybrid rocks
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Figure 11. (a) Alkali feldspar mantled by dendritic plagioclase known as epitaxial crystallization or rapakivi texture;
(b) Plagioclase grain with resorbed surface in host granite.

Figure 12. Sketch showing the diﬀerent types of interaction, due to the injection of maﬁc magma into felsic magma at
diﬀerent crystallization levels (model after Barbarin and Didier 1992). (a) Maﬁc magma intrusion into felsic magma before
crystallization leads to mixing process, forming the hybrid magma; (b) Maﬁc magma enters when felsic magma started
to crystallize, will allow only mingling process and generation of maﬁc magmatic enclaves; (c) Maﬁc magma entering
slightly later into the crystallizing host felsic magma, will emplace as fragmented dyke; (d) Maﬁc magma intrusion into the
signiﬁcantly crystallized felsic magma, will ﬁll the fractures and occur as syn-plutonic maﬁc dyke.

suggest that there was complete mixing of felsic
and maﬁc magmas which occurred at deeper levels of the magma chamber (ﬁgures 5 and 12a)
in the ﬁrst stage of intrusion with low degree of
crystallinity. Hybrid enclaves (ﬁgure 5) occur when
the heat and hydrous volatiles released from the
intruding MMEs, resulted in rheological behaviour
of the crystallising host in a narrow range (Blundy
and Sparks 1992). The homogenous hybrid rocks
suggest that there was complete mixing of maﬁc

and felsic magmas with low degree of crystallinity
(Barbarin and Didier 1992; Jayananda et al. 2014).
These hybrid rocks are formed by chemical interaction during the mixing of felsic and maﬁc magmas. MMEs of Pithora region (ﬁgures 2, 3 and
12b) are scattered throughout the pluton due to
the convection, ﬂow velocity and density contrast.
Irregularities in the magma chamber wall can
also reduce the magma velocity and cause abrupt
changes in the magmatic ﬂow (Arvin et al. 2004),
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which results in emplacement of randomly oriented
MMEs in the second stage of intrusion. Disrupted
syn-plutonic maﬁc dykes are formed in the third
stage of intrusion in the crystallized granitoids (ﬁgures 3e, 4c and 12c). In the ﬁnal stage, maﬁc
magma intruded to ﬁll the fractures in crystallised
felsic host, forming the syn-plutonic maﬁc dykes
(ﬁgures 4 and 12d).
5. Conclusions
• Field evidences show injection of maﬁc magma
into crystallizing host with diﬀerent stages of
interaction through mixing, mingling and
hybridization.
• Petrographic evidences such as disequilibrium
assemblages, resorption, rapakivi, poikilitic,
alkali feldspar and quartz ocelli textures suggest
the interaction of felsic and maﬁc magmas, and
their coeval nature.
• Our studies suggest that textural variation and
heterogeneous nature of Kanker granites in the
Pithora region of Bastar Craton is due to the
interaction of maﬁc and felsic magmas at diﬀerent stages of crystallisation of the latter.
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